Good afternoon and thank you for joining us today as we discuss the comprehensive care
of adolescents and young adults (AYAs) with sickle cell disease. Dr. Emily Meier is a
pediatric hematologist at the Indiana Hemophilia & Thrombosis Center and is also the
Director of Sickle Cell Research at the Center.
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Dr. Meier received unrestricted research grant funding from Pfizer through an ASPIRE 2016
grant to produce this online learning activity as well as improve sickle cell disease transition
programs in Northeastern Indiana. Dr. Meier will also be discussing the off‐label use of
hydroxyurea in children less than 18 years of age, because it is not yet FDA‐approved for
the treatment of children with sickle cell disease.
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Upon completion of this learning activity, you will be able to:
• Interpret the screening tests needed for adolescents and young adults (AYAs) with sickle
cell disease
• Identify the most commonly used medications for AYAs with sickle cell disease
• Describe the gaps in knowledge in reproductive issues for patients with sickle cell
disease receiving hydroxyurea therapy
• Describe the contraceptive choices in girls and women with sickle cell disease
• Review management of priapism, both ischemic and stuttering
• Discuss practical strategies in pain management for AYAs with sickle cell disease
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We will start with a brief description of the pathophysiology of sickle cell disease. Hemoglobin SS or
sickle cell anemia is caused by a single amino acid substitution on the beta (β) globin chain of the
hemoglobin molecule. Sickle hemoglobin (HbS) is more likely to form polymers than healthy adult
hemoglobin A. Polymerization of deoxygenated hemoglobin is the primary event in the molecular
pathogenesis of sickle cell disease, which causes changes in the red blood cell membrane and
function of the erythrocyte as well as changes in other cellular elements like vascular endothelium
and plasma constituents that also play a significant role in disease pathophysiology. Hemoglobin S
polymerization causes the sickled hemoglobin to form a type of gel or polymer which then leads to
the characteristic red blood cell change that is seen under the microscope and ultimately hemolysis
of the abnormally shaped cells. This occurs when the red blood cells with predominately
hemoglobin S become dehydrated and pharmacological reagents that prevent red blood cell
dehydration may therefore also reduce hemoglobin S polymerization and hemolysis.
Phosphatidylserine is usually exposed on the red blood cell surface and can play a role in sickled red
blood cell adhesion and also promote coagulation activation. Oxidative damage of red blood cell
membrane proteins likely contributes to altered red blood cell elasticity. The abnormal adhesive
properties lead to sickled red blood cell adhesion to endothelial cells, neutrophils, and to adhesive
interactions that result in heterocellular aggregation that typically involves sickled red blood cells,
monocytes, and platelets. Both the sickled red blood cells and the hypoxia reperfusion injury that
can result can lead to activation of inflammatory pathways involving both mononuclear and
polymorphonuclear leukocytes. Platelet activation also contributes to inflammatory pathways as
well as coagulation activation. There is also proinflammatory cytokine production and expression of
activation of cell adhesion molecules on endothelial cells, platelets, and leukocytes.
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Despite all of these pathophysiologic changes, survival of children born with sickle cell
disease has improved. This graph illustrates a comparison of the overall survival for children
with sickle cell anemia, hemoglobin SS, as well as sickle β0 thalassemia from different
natural history cohorts throughout the years, starting in 1973. The Jamaican cohorts
enrolled from 1973‐1975 and 1979‐1981 are the cohorts with the lowest survival.2 The
infant cohort in the Cooperative Study of Sickle Cell Disease (CSSCD), which is the natural
history study conducted throughout the United States, had a mid‐level survival rate.3 The
highest survival rates are among those children included in the Dallas Newborn Cohort1,4
and the London Cohort5 who benefited from many of the improvements in supportive care
instituted because of the findings in earlier cohort studies like early identification through
newborn screening, penicillin prophylaxis, and routine transcranial Doppler screening. 98%
of children born with sickle cell disease today are now expected to live to celebrate their
18th birthday.
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However, an important point revealed by the 2010 Quinn et al study1 is that, although
childhood mortality has decreased, the burden of mortality has shifted to young adults. The
transition from pediatric to adult medical care is a high‐risk period for mortality. Clinicians
and researchers involved in the care of AYAs with sickle cell disease are developing
transition programs that provide high quality medical care and systematic follow‐up to
young adults. Pediatric hematology centers often have access to more resources that allow
for comprehensive care, but adult care centers often lack these resources and care
systems. These novel interventions will hopefully continue to decrease morbidity and
mortality from sickle cell disease.
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Through the remainder of this learning activity, we will discuss the pillars of comprehensive
care for AYAs with sickle cell disease. One important thing to do for AYAs with sickle cell
disease include making sure they are educated about sickle cell disease management. Dr.
Meier states, “I often tell my patients that they may be the sickle cell disease expert in the
exam room depending on the location of the emergency department (ED) or primary care
provider (PCP).” The level of experience varies widely between ED providers and PCPs,
depending on where they did their post‐graduate residency training. AYAs with sickle cell
disease also need to know about appropriate screening examinations in order to detect
early many of the complications that can occur. Hydroxyurea treatment with appropriate
monitoring should also be offered to all AYAs with sickle cell disease. The very important
preparation for transition to adult care providers must be also be provided.
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Healthcare providers should be aware of adolescent social and developmental milestones
that are important in the provision of comprehensive care. This will help ensure that the
use of medical terminology and education delivered is appropriate based on the child or
adolescent’s developmental status. It is important to know the education level achieved by
the patient. Have they graduated from high school? Are they taking college classes? Did
they drop out of high school? And if so, are they now working on their GED? We also need
to know if the patient’s partner has sickle cell trait to appropriately plan for any children
and to know the risk of having a child affected by sickle cell disease. The provider should
assess the patient’s knowledge of safe sex practices, not only as it relates to sexually
transmitted infections, but also if they are taking hydroxyurea, the risks, including unknown
risks, of hydroxyurea to fetuses and embryos. Also, AYAs should be assessed to see if they
are capable of independent decision‐making in the future. If your assessment deems that it
is unlikely the AYA will be able to make independent decisions in the future as an adult,
discussions should begin regarding conservatorship or power of attorney by 18 years of
age.
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Several screening exams are needed in AYAs with sickle cell disease. First, ophthalmology
evaluation is needed to assess for sickle retinopathy and other ophthalmic complications of
the disease. AYAs should have regular dental exams. There is a standard dental letter
available at the Indiana Sickle Cell Consortium website, www.IndianaSickleCell.org, as well
as available under the Resources tab of this learning activity. This website is a compendium
of sickle cell disease educational resources for both patients and providers; all resources
are free for download. Pulmonary function tests, especially in patients who have a history
of acute chest syndrome or a known history of asthma. The pulmonary function tests
should include spirometry and lung volumes. Cardiac evaluation for assessment of elevated
tricuspid regurgitant velocity and the measurement of brain natriuretic protein to assess for
pulmonary hypertension. Cardiac screening is more important in the adult model of care
because the mortality that has been associated with elevated tricuspid regurgitant jet
velocity in adults has not been seen in pediatric patients. A urine albumin/creatinine ratio is
needed to assess microalbuminuria and sickle cell nephropathy. Magnetic resonance
imaging (MRI) of the brain is necessary to assess for silent cerebral infarct and, if indicated,
cognitive testing. Finally, appropriate vaccinations such as the flu vaccine which should be
administered annually to all persons with sickle cell disease.
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Let us discuss some of the sickle cell disease‐related complications that can be seen in
AYAs. Avascular necrosis (AVN) becomes much more common in the adult population than
it is in pediatrics, with 41% of adults being affected,6 compared to only 27% of children.7 It
is very rare for patients to have AVN in the first decade of life. The femur is the bone that is
most commonly affected by AVN, but it can also affect the humerus, knee joint, and even
the hands and feet. Unfortunately there is no cost‐effective screening tool available. Plain
X‐rays detect only late stages of the disease and MRI is not cost‐effective. Physical exam
may be the best method for diagnosis. Dr. Meier’s practice is to typically screen while
obtaining history of present illness (HPI) of a comprehensive visit, asking the patient about
daily, chronic hip or shoulder pain that may feel different than acute crisis pain associated
with sickle cell disease. Just as there is no cost‐effective screening method, the treatment
of AVN is also controversial. One study compared physical therapy with hip coring to
improve oxygenation and vascularization to the hip. Of note, coring procedures are only
available for femoral AVN. Unfortunately, humeral, patellar, or tibial AVN are not eligible for
a coring procedure. Physical therapy has been shown to be as effective as hip coring in
improving symptomatology and function.8,9
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Bone health is a consideration to bear in mind when providing comprehensive care to AYAs
sickle cell disease because whole body bone mineral content in bone area is markedly
lower in AYAs with hemoglobin SS than healthy controls. This puts these patients at
increased risk for fracture and osteoporosis and is likely due to the fact that they have
hyperactive bone marrow because of the chronic hemolytic anemia. They also have delay
in skeletal and pubertal maturation and because the majority of persons with sickle cell
disease in the United States are of African American race, they also have decreased vitamin
D production because of the darker pigmentation of their skin.
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Sickle retinopathy is most common in AYAs with sickle cell disease, with the peak incidence
between ages 15 to 24 years. Thus, screening for retinopathy should commence at 10 years
of age. This is because early stages do not result in visual symptoms and can go undetected
unless a formal eye exam is performed by an ophthalmologist. Sickle retinopathy is due to
vaso‐occlusion in the eye which leads to a proliferative retinopathy which you can see in
the photograph presented here of sea fan retinopathy, or stage III, in a person with sickle
cell disease. These new vessels are fragile and can hemorrhage, leading to retinal
detachment and sudden loss of vision.
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The incidence of proliferative sickle cell retinopathy increases with age, with the peak age
being 15 to 24 years in patients with hemoglobin SC and 25 to 39 years in those with
hemoglobin SS. It is much more common in patients with hemoglobin SC than hemoglobin
SS, likely due to the increased viscosity seen in hemoglobin SC disease. As mentioned
previously, proliferative retinopathy can progress to vision loss if not treated. Laser
photocoagulation for proliferative retinopathy is one therapeutic alternative, however, if a
patient suffers retinal detachment, then they may need surgery.
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The kidney is another organ that can be affected by sickle cell disease in the AYA
population. Screening for sickle nephropathy should be done with annual urinalyses. Sickle
nephropathy is due in part to intravascular sickling that occurs more readily in the kidney
than in any other organ because of the solute load and acidic pH of the nephron. Sickle
nephropathy starts as a series of progressive events in early childhood and continues
throughout life. Eventually, sickle nephropathy can lead to chronic renal failure,
necessitating dialysis. Patients may have hematuria, proteinuria, nephrotic syndrome, and
hypertension. It is important to note that the blood pressure of persons with sickle cell
disease is often below the age‐associated norms, so it could be a relative hypertension.
Thus, blood pressure measurements should be compared over time in these persons.
Chronic renal failure can also aggravate anemia because of decreased erythropoietin
production.
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Let us move on to discuss some of the neurologic damage that can occur in AYAs with sickle
cell disease. Silent cerebral infarcts occur in a large number of persons with sickle cell
disease and the prevalence increases with age as you will see in the next few slides. Silent
cerebral infarcts are defined as an increased signal on T2 weighted image on brain MRI with
no history of a focal neurologic deficit and a normal neurologic examination by a pediatric
neurologist.11 The silent infarct transfusion trial published by DeBaun et al in 201412 added
to this definition. In this controlled trial of transfusions for silent cerebral infracts in sickle
cell disease, DeBaun et al included children who had at least one silent cerebral infarct on
brain MRI that was 3 millimeters in one dimension and visible in two different planes.12
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It is important to understand the difference between an overt stroke and a silent stroke.
Overt stroke is the classic stroke seen primarily in elderly people who do not have sickle
cell disease. However, prior to transcranial Doppler screening, overt stroke was very
common in children with sickle cell disease, occurring in 10% of children with HbSS or
HbSβ0thalassemia less than 18 years of age. Thankfully, the use of transcranial Doppler
screening has decreased the incidence of stroke in children to 1% with appropriate
treatment like chronic transfusion therapy.
Persons with overt stroke typically present with a sudden onset of weakness, difficulty
speaking, or seizures. Parents and caregivers of children with sickle cell disease are
instructed to call immediately if their child develops a “painless limp.” A child who is
limping but is not experiencing a pain crisis may be suffering from an overt stroke. Overt
stroke can also be associated with deficits on the neurologic examination.
Children with silent cerebral infarcts, on the other hand, have no abnormalities on physical
examination. Silent cerebral infarcts typically occur in the deep white matter of the frontal
lobe and can affect cognitive outcomes as well as executive functioning and are a great
source of morbidity in AYAs with sickle cell disease. Silent cerebral infarcts are the most
common cause of neurologic damage in sickle cell disease, occurring in 35% to 40% of
patients less than 18 years of age. Unlike overt stroke, we do not have a screening test
available to determine who is at highest risk for these neurologic deficits.
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The prevalence of silent cerebral infarct in children and AYAs with sickle cell disease
continues to increase with age. This figure represents the cumulative incidence of silent
cerebral infarct in children and AYAs based on six studies.13‐18 As shown in the graph, the
prevalence of silent cerebral infarct increases with age. The cumulative incidence of silent
cerebral infarct does not plateau in young adulthood and continues to increase even past
30 years of age, though data is lacking in adults older than 35 years of age.

This slide illustrates data on overt stroke risk in persons with sickle cell disease from the
Cooperative Study of Sickle Cell Disease.19 The solid line represents infarctive stroke. You
can see there are two main peaks in the rate of infarctive strokes, one in the early
childhood age group (less than 10 years of age), and the other in the mid‐30s to mid‐40s.
The first peak, in children <10 years of age, has significantly decreased since routine
transcranial Doppler screening was instituted. The dashed line is hemorrhagic stroke risk,
which is the stroke that affects many AYAs with sickle cell disease. You can see that has one
large peak in the 20 to 30 year age group.

The type of sickle cell disease or sickle cell genotype is also important in assessing stroke
risk. Sβ+ thalassemia has a much lower incidence of stroke than SS. This graph is the age at
first over stroke by sickle genotype, and SS is the genotype we worry about most with
stroke risk. That risk continues over the decades of life.

The increasing incidence of silent cerebral infarcts is important in light of the data from a
study published in JAMA in 201020 that compared 160 adults with sickle cell disease and 52
controls. The adults with sickle cell disease had more neurocognitive dysfunction and
undetected brain injury than the control group. The areas that were particularly affected
were those of executive functioning, reading, and mathematical ability. Worsening anemia
was associated with cognitive decline. 1/3 of the adults with sickle cell disease scored
below 85 on IQ testing. Similar to the data showed in Slide 19, 38% of the patients in this
study had imaging abnormalities including evidence of silent infarcts and hippocampal
atrophy.
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Hydroxyurea is an FDA‐approved medication to treat adults with sickle cell disease. It is not
currently FDA‐approved to treat children. However, hydroxyurea is widely used to treat
children with sickle cell disease and the 2014 NHLBI Evidence Based Management
Guidelines for Sickle Cell Disease recommends that all children nine months of age and
older with HbSS and HbSβ0thalassemia be offered hydroxyurea.21 Hydroxyurea works by
causing the DNA to “switch on” fetal hemoglobin production by inhibiting the enzyme
ribonucleotide reductase. This activates synthesis necessary for fetal hemoglobin. Other
off‐target effects also include increasing nitric oxide levels and reducing white blood cell
count. There are also qualitative changes like reduction in leukocyte free radical production
and L‐selectin, which is an adhesion molecule often found on the surface of sickled red
blood cells.
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Treatment goals for patients receiving hydroxyurea include reduced vaso‐occlusive pain
episodes and reduced hospitalizations. The target fetal hemoglobin level is ≥20%, as long as
other cell lines are healthy, in order to have the maximum benefit in preventing sickle
polymerization. Baseline hemoglobin should increase to a goal of at least 9 to 10 g/dL, and
absolute neutrophil count should be between 2000‐3000/mcL. Patients who are treated
with escalating doses have better clinical outcomes.
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We also have another CME‐accredited online learning activity dedicated to hydroxyurea.
We would direct you there for more information about hydroxyurea such as prescribing
guidelines. View the PDF at www.IndianaSickleCell.org. Note that to receive CME credit,
you must register for a free account at www.PartnersPRN.org.
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Important for the AYA population is the teratogenic effects of hydroxyurea. There have
been multiple case reports of healthy offspring delivered to women taking hydroxyurea
during pregnancy. However, studies have shown birth defects in animals, which has caused
hydroxyurea to be labeled a Category D. Further studies are desperately needed. The
current 2014 NHLBI guidelines21 recommend that all patients who are being treated with
hydroxyurea should be on a documented effective birth control method.
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This leads us to sexual maturation and reproductive issues that must be addressed in AYAs
with sickle cell disease. The Jamaican cohort study22 showed that pubertal development is
delayed in persons with sickle cell disease. In this cohort study, adolescents with
hemoglobin AA had an average age of menarche at 13 years. The age was similar in
hemoglobin SC at 13.5 years of age. However, there was a delay of almost two years to
15.4 years of age in adolescent girls with hemoglobin SS. Body weight was clearly the
dominant factor in the study. Likely the low body weight in those girls with sickle cell
disease was caused by increased metabolic demands of the chronic hemolysis that is
present in persons with sickle cell disease.
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One question that commonly arises is whether painful crises are associated with
menstruation. This was a prospective cohort study to compare the intensity and frequency
of acute painful episodes in three groups of women with sickle cell disease.23 The three
groups were the combined oral contraceptive pill group, illustrated by the plus sign in this
graph; the Depo‐Provera group, is illustrated by the dot in this graph; and the control group
illustrated by the open circle were those women who were surgically sterilized. To be
eligible for this study, women had to have hemoglobin SS disease and have at least one
painful episode per month. These women were then followed for 12 months. You can see
that over time, all three of these hormonal control methods did seem to decrease pain
events compared to baseline.
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What is the best contraceptive option for young women with sickle cell disease? As for combined
hormonal contraception, there are several clinical trials, all with similar limitations in that they
included young women with varying sickle cell phenotypes, they had varying lengths of follow‐up,
and there were no control groups included in most of these studies. With combined hormonal
contraception, there is a theoretical risk of increased thrombotic complications in women with
sickle cell disease but this has never been documented in clinical trials. Sickle cell disease has been
included as a contraindication on oral contraception pill labeling in non‐U.S. countries for many
years, but the World Health Organization has listed combined hormonal contraception as a
Category 2, meaning that the advantages of oral contraception pills generally outweigh the
theoretical or proven risks.
There are also progesterone‐only contraception options to offer to those women who might have
risk factors in addition to their sickle cell disease, such as a prior history of thrombosis or if they are
smokers. There was one case report in 1971 of using medroxyprogesterone acetate in a 17‐year‐old
with sickle cell disease who had clinical improvement in her pain, however, this was not replicated
in small patient cohorts.
Intrauterine devices are another contraceptive option for young women with sickle cell disease.
Copper intrauterine devices do have an increased risk of blood loss because patients are prone to
heavier and more painful periods, but here again the benefits generally outweigh the risks.
Levonorgestrel intrauterine devices have no restrictions for use in women with sickle cell disease. A
history of either stroke or venous thromboembolism is considered a condition in which the
advantages of using the method generally outweigh the risks.
There are no restrictions for persons with sickle cell disease to use barrier methods.
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Let us now move from female reproduction to male reproduction. Priapism is the
persistent, painful penile erection that continues hours beyond, or is unrelated to, sexual
stimulation. To properly manage priapism, it is important to determine the type, and in
men with sickle cell disease, the type overwhelmingly is ischemic which requires prompt
evaluation and emergency management. Ischemic priapism is characterized as little‐to‐no
cavernous blood flow and abnormal cavernous blood gases with the blood gas showing
hypoxia, hypercarbia and acidosis. In ischemic priapism, the corpus cavernosa are rigid and
tender to palpation, and patients typically report pain with the erection. A variety of
etiologic factors may contribute to failure of the detumescence mechanism in this
condition. As mentioned, ischemic priapism is an emergency.
Stuttering or intermittent priapism is a recurrent form of ischemic priapism in which
unwanted painful erections occur repeatedly with intervening periods of detumescence.
This historical term identifies a patient whose pattern of recurrent ischemic priapism
encourages the clinician to seek options for prevention of future episodes. Recurrent
episodes of priapism can result in an enlarged penis, fibrotic corpora, and erectile
dysfunction, which is why emergency management is so important.
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The lifetime risk for males with sickle cell disease ranges anywhere from 29% to 42%. The
typical age at onset is 5 to 35 years and often occurs early in the morning, waking the
patient. The probability of having at least one episode of priapism increases with age with
the probability being 13% at age 10, 50% by age 15, and 89% by age 20. Risk factors for
priapism include a higher hemoglobin S level, an increased hemolytic rate, sleep
hypoxemia, and it is more common in men with hemoglobin SS than hemoglobin SS with
concomitant alpha‐thalassemia and hemoglobin SC disease. Priapism can occur
spontaneously but potential triggers include sexual activity, fever, dehydration, and cold
weather.
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This slide presents a treatment algorithm published in 2005 by Dr. Burnett, a urologist at
Johns Hopkins University.24 If priapism episodes last more than four hours, then cavernous
aspiration with blood gas sampling or Doppler ultrasound should be performed. With
ischemic priapism, the aspiration can occur with or without irrigation with phenylephrine.
Those cases that do not respond to aspiration with phenylephrine irrigation may require
distal shunting, proximal shunting, or in worst case scenarios, penile prostheses. It is
important to have an urologist who is familiar with the care and treatment of priapism in
men with sickle cell disease because it is different than non‐ischemic priapism which can
be managed with only observation.
In men who have recurrent priapism, it may be wise to consider different medical therapies
to try and minimize the recurrence risk. Those would include antiandrogens,
phenylephrine, baclofen, or digoxin. There have been very few studies that compare the
effectiveness of these different medications.
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We now move to the last but most commonly reported sickle cell complication, pain. We
know that sickle cell pain increases in frequency and severity as patient’s age. Home pain
diary studies completed in children with sickle cell disease indicate that painful episodes
are underreported and much of the pain children experience occurs at home and impacts
their schooling as well as work attendance by their parents. In addition, patients have
continued morbidity after hospital discharge and do not always return for care. Thus,
healthcare utilization for pain is just the tip of the iceberg of the pain that our patients
experience.
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Adults with sickle cell disease were divided into two groups in a recent study published in
the Journal of Pain in 2016 based on responses to quantitative sensory testing.25 Those
who had no or low central sensitization were compared to those patients who had high
central sensitization. Sickle cell disease patients who had high central sensitization had
more clinical pain, poorer sleep continuity, and higher rates of catastrophizing and negative
mood. Therefore, neuropathic pain strategies may be beneficial in AYAs who have chronic
pain. However, there are no randomized studies or placebo‐controlled studies to determine
if this is in fact truly beneficial.
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In addition to medications that can be used to treat pain, patients often report trying
complementary approaches to pain management. A questionnaire was administered to
patients with sickle cell disease to examine their use of complementary or alternative
medicine for managing pain at home and while admitted to the hospital.26 Over 90% of
patients included in the study used complementary approaches within the last six months
to control pain. The frequency of complementary approaches was higher among females,
unmarried patients, those with more education and household income >$15,000. This
table shows the commonly used complementary approaches in conjunction with
pharmacologic therapy for pain control in the past six months, and perceived benefit. The
three most commonly used complementary approaches were prayer, relaxation
techniques, and massage. Only about ¼ of patients who used complementary approaches
reported benefits.
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In summary, for the comprehensive care of AYAs with sickle cell disease, regular screenings
are required for end organ damage that may be progressive from ongoing erythrocyte
sickling. Hydroxyurea increases fetal hemoglobin in AYAs with sickle cell disease, just as it
does in adults and children with sickle cell disease, and reduces the frequency of acute
sickle cell disease‐related complications. The benefits of combined hormonal contraception
outweigh the risks for most females with sickle cell disease. All post‐pubertal persons who
take hydroxyurea should utilize an effective form of contraception. Priapism is common in
males with sickle cell disease and should be treated in conjunction with an urologist who is
familiar with priapism management in men with sickle cell disease. Finally, pain increases in
severity and frequency with age and requires a multi‐modal management approach that
includes non‐pharmacologic and multidisciplinary approaches. Thank you for your time and
attention.
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